
Our innovative and growing company is looking for a guest relations manager. We
appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for
the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for guest relations manager

Must work closely with Reservations, Concierge, Front Office, Butler and
Housekeeping staff to coordinate the efficient handling of guest arrival &
departure and follow up on guest requests
Work with and implement the hotel amenities program & special services for
VIP, Long Stay, Honeymooners/ Anniversary & Return Guest
Communicate with the Security and Concierge the estimated arrival times for
the Top VIP guests in case they are needed to hold the elevators and have
the main entrance clear
Assist Reservations, Concierge, Reception when business levels warrant
Oversee the Front Office operation of a shift, to ensure exceptional levels of
Guest service
Manage front desk operations by completing a checklist of important daily
tasks, determining room and rate availability and making decisions that are in
the best interest of the guest and the hotel
Leading the smooth and efficient daily operation of the Guest Relations
Operation
Ensuring that all guest history files are well maintained by supervising
maintenance of guest history records and carrying out regular spot-checks on
the quality & usefulness of the information
Overseeing the duty schedule to ensure that there is sufficient supervision
and manning for all daily operations
Ensuring that SOP’s and manuals are updated and available for all colleagues
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Maintaining records of customer feedback and records of action taken to
address any complaint, negative rating and/or comments
Communicating new or amended procedures to relevant
departments/colleagues
Ensuring training plans are established according to the department’s need
Attending the daily Rooms Division morning meeting and Operational and
Department Head meetings whenever required
Providing coaching and counselling to colleagues to ensure their capability to
meet the needs of the guest and the resort
Ensuring all department expenses are in line with the budget and that all
costs are strictly controlled


